Constructing a query-able radial basis function artificial neural network.
Artificial neural networks will be more widely accepted as standard engineering tools if their reasoning process can be made less opaque. This paper describes NetQuery, an explanation mechanism that extracts meaningful explanations from trained Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks. RBF networks are well suited for explanation generation because they contain a set of locally tuned units. Standard RBF networks are modified to identify dependencies between the inputs, to be sparsely connected, and to have an easily interpretable output layer. Given these modifications, the network architecture can be used to extract "Why?" and "Why not?" explanations from the network in terms of excitatory and inhibitory in-puts and their linear relationships, greatly simplified by a run-time pruning algorithm. These query results are validated by creating an expert system based on the explanations. NetQuery is also able to inform a user about a possible change in category for a given pattern by responding to a "How can I...?" query. This kind of query is extremely useful when analyzing the quality of a pattern set.